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Abstract
Hybrid testing is an experimental technique extensively
utilized in earthquake engineering to study the seismic re-
sponse of structures. It requires coupling physical and nu-
merical models in a closed feedback loop. Although this
methodology is mature, a commonly accepted standard for
orchestrating simulations and experiments is still missing.
As a result, setting up a hybrid testing campaign still re-
quires substantial system integration effort, which is often
not affordable. In this paper, we propose the Functional
Mockup Interface as a possible standard for orchestrating
hybrid testing and discuss the limitations in enabling such
support.
Keywords: earthquake engineering, hybrid testing, func-
tional mockup interface, co-simulation, model exchange,
master algorithm

1 Introduction
Modern civil engineering structures are designed to dam-
age in a controlled manner when exposed to extreme seis-
mic events. In principle, load-resisting systems are such
that secondary structural elements behave as fuses that: i)
cut-off loading introduced in primary structural elements;
and ii) dissipate energy during seismic motion. As a result,
the equivalent dynamic amplification factor of the struc-
ture is reduced and primary structural elements are pre-
served from damage. It comes with no surprise that un-
derstanding the dynamic response of structures in the in-
elastic regime is of central importance in earthquake en-
gineering (Chopra 2012).

In order to develop construction technologies and
design codes for seismic-resistant structures, a great deal
of effort has been allocated to enable cost-effective exper-
imentation in the last fifty years. Hybrid testing (HT), ori-
ginally introduced in Japan, has rapidly replaced expens-
ive shake table testing in response to this need (Nakashima
2020). HT is performed using hybrid physical-numerical
models instead of purely physical models. A reference
structural prototype is partitioned into a Physical Sub-
structure (PS) and a Numerical Substructure (NS). The PS
is tested in the laboratory by means of servo-controlled ac-
tuators whereas the NS is instantiated in a numerical sim-
ulation environment. A simulation algorithm solves the
coupled equations of motion of the hybrid model, which
is subjected to a realistic loading history, and updates the

boundary conditions of PS and NS on the fly (Pan, Wang
and Nakashima 2016). The PS is the focus of the experi-
mental campaign since it comprises those structural com-
ponents or sub-assemblies which lack of predictive numer-
ical models. Conversely, the NS comprises all those parts
that can be reliably replaced by numerical models (e.g.,
masses or components that experience a linear response
regime).

The main advantage compared to shake table testing
is that HT can be performed in pseudodynamic regime,
that is, with an extended time scale, when the PS has a
rate-independent restoring force (i.e., acts like a idealized
spring). This assumption holds with a reasonable approx-
imation for steel, concrete, and masonry structures. Note-
worthy, in pseudodynamic HT, both inertia and damping
forces of the PS are simulated numerically. Pseudody-
namic HT enables full-scale experimentation with small
hydraulic power. Typical testing time scales are 50−200
times slower than wall-clock time. Real-time HT indic-
ates the limit case of 1:1 time scale. If not specified, HT
is assumed to be conducted in the pseudodynamic regime,
which covers the vast majority of application cases. The
paper of McCrum and Williams (2016) provides the most
up-to-date review of the seismic HT methodology.

Seismic HT developed into a self-standing research
area with relatively low cross-fertilization with other fields
of civil engineering. HT methodologies developed in off-
shore (Sauder et al. 2016), fire (Sauca et al. 2021) and
geotechnical engineering (Idinyang et al. 2019) are quite
similar in form and maturity. However, for all cases, a
standardized approach to coupling simulation and testing
environments is still missing. As a result, setting up HT
requires a lot of system integration effort, which is often
not affordable.

Co-simulation, which is a technique to simulate a
coupled system via combination of multiple black-box
simulation units, shall provide a solution to this issue.
The survey Gomes, Thule, Broman et al. (2018) gives a
broad overview of co-simulation, spanning heterogeneous
application domains like multi-body dynamics (Kübler
and Schiehlen 2000) and large-scale circuit simulation
(Lelarasmee, Ruehli and A. L. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli
1982; Newton and Alberto L. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli
1983). Specifically, simulation units, often developed and
exported independently from each other in different Mod-
elling & Simulation (M&S) tools, are coupled using an or-



chestration algorithm. The definition of simulation unit is
not constrained to software artefacts, and therefore phys-
ical subsystems can be connected to virtual ones. From
this perspective, HT is clearly a specific instance of co-
simulation.

Contribution. To the best of our knowledge, no stand-
ard has emerged to enable seismic HT. As such, in this
paper, we propose and evaluate the use of the FMI stand-
ard, version 2.1, to the co-simulation of a representative
HS experimental setup, illustrated in Figure 1. We adapt
the numerical algorithm proposed in Giuseppe Abbiati, La
Salandra et al. (2018) to the FMI interface, with variants
for Model Exchange and Co-simulation.

Structure. In order to demonstrate the use of FMI-based
Co-simulation for seismic HT, an application example is
described in Section 2. The specific co-simulation layout
for the presented example is discussed in Section 3. Con-
clusions and future perspectives are given in Section 4.

2 Background and Case Study
This section provides background information on HT
along with the definition of the experimental setup, which
is used to demonstrate the application of FMI-based co-
simulation. Such a case study aims at representing the
class of structural systems typically investigated via seis-
mic HT. Both hybrid model and simulation algorithm are
accurately described.

2.1 Hybrid Model
The selected case study consists of a split-mass single-
degree-of-freedom (S-DoF) system where both NS and PS
are linear. Prototype structure, hybrid model and exper-
imental setup, originally presented in Martin Hovmand,
Giuseppe Abbiati and Vabbersgaard Andersen (2021), are
illustrated in Figure 1. As can be appreciated, the PS con-
sists of a cantilever beam with a tip mass whereas the NS
is a S-DoF spring-mass-dashpot oscillator. An electric lin-
ear actuator controls the tip displacement of the cantilever
beam, which corresponds the single DoF of the hybrid
model. A force transducer measures the corresponding
restoring force. The actuator is characterized by 300 mm
stroke and 10 kN force capacity; the latter coincides with
the force transducer admissible load. Both actuator con-
troller and force transducer are connected to an industrial
PC via EtherCAT. The industrial PC hosts a Python envir-
onment from which one can set the actuator position and
read the corresponding restoring force using the control
system API. The HT setup is installed at the Dynamisk
LAB of Aarhus University. Since the NS of the selec-
ted hybrid model is defined by an analytical model, in our
implementation, the same Python environment hosts both
substructure models, simulation algorithm and the inter-
face to the control system. In order to host more complex
NSs, simulation algorithms are usually interfaced to an ex-
ternal simulation environment, typically based on the FE
method. To this end, a number of middleware tools have

Figure 1. Reference case study adapted from M. Hovmand, G.
Abbiati and Andersen (2021): a) prototype structure; b) hybrid
model; c) experimental setup installed at the Dynamisk LAB of
Aarhus University.



been developed. Among all, OpenFresco, developed at
the University of California, Berkeley, is commonly used
(McKenna, Scott and Gregory L Fenves 2010). Open-
Fresco can interface with industrial PCs and FE frame-
works. OpenFresco is typically used in combination with
OpenSees (Schellenberg, Mahin and Gregory L. Fenves
2007), which is a FE software specifically developed for
analyzing steel and concrete structures subjected to earth-
quake loading. HT with geographically distributed PS and
NS using OpenSees/OpenFresco has been demonstrated
in Stojadinovic, Mosqueda and Mahin (2006). However,
linking new simulation environments requires coding cus-
tomized interfaces. Our contribution aims at eliminating
this effort by promoting the use of FMI interface for HT.

2.2 Simulation Algorithm
In line with the philosophy of FMI-based Co-simulation,
which treats the coupled simulation as a combination of
independent simulation units, we selected a simulation al-
gorithm based on partitioned time integration originally
proposed in Giuseppe Abbiati, La Salandra et al. (2018)
and lately adapted to hybrid fire testing in Giuseppe Ab-
biati, Covi et al. (2020). In a partitioned setting, Lagrange
multipliers enforce compatibility conditions among sub-
structures (i.e., simulation units) and the simulation time
step is solved with a two-stage algorithm. First, substruc-
ture responses are evaluated as if they were uncoupled.
Then, Lagrange multipliers are computed by solving a lin-
earized interface problem. The original idea of using par-
titioned time integration to perform HT was proposed by
Pegon and Magonette (2002). The first large-scale seismic
testing campaign based on the scheme is described in Gi-
useppe Abbiati, Oreste S. Bursi et al. (2015) and Oreste S.
Bursi et al. (2017).

The partitioned time integration scheme proposed in
Giuseppe Abbiati, La Salandra et al. (2018) is presen-
ted to compute the seismic response of a generic hybrid
model with one PS and one NS. The following system
of differential-algebraic equations describes the motion of
the hybrid model,

{
MN üN +CN u̇N + rN

(
uN

)
= fN +LNT

ΛΛΛ
N

LN u̇N + L̄N u̇g = 0{
MPüP +CPu̇P + rP

(
uP

)
= fP +LPT

ΛΛΛ
P

LPu̇P + L̄Pu̇g = 0
L̄NT

ΛΛΛ
N + L̄PT

ΛΛΛ
P = 0

(1)

In detail, u(•), u̇(•) and ü(•) are displacement, velocity and
acceleration vectors, respectively. The terms r(•) are rate-
independent restoring force vectors. M(•) and C(•) are
mass and damping matrices, respectively. Seismic load-
ing is defined as f(•) = M(•)t(•)a(t) where t(•) are Boolean
vectors that project seismic acceleration history a(t) on
system DoFs. Matrices L(•) and L̄(•) localize the shared
DoFs on each substructure DoF vector and the vector of
generalized interface velocities u̇g, respectively. The latter

gathers all DoFs shared among substructures. The entries
of L(•) are 0 and 1 whereas the entries of L̄(•) are 0 and -1.
According to (1), Lagrange multiplier vectors ΛΛΛ

(•) enforce
velocity compatibility with u̇g. It is important to stress that
all Lagrange multiplier vectors form a set of self-balanced
forces to ensure interface equilibrium a priori. The solu-
tion of (1) enforces kinematic compatibility a posteriori.
The HT algorithm is presented to integrate (1) from time
tk to tk+1 with a time step ∆t.

1. Solve the NS free problem at tk+1,{
ũN, f ree

k+1 = uN
k + u̇N

k ∆t +
( 1

2 −β N
)

∆t2üN
k

˜̇uN, f ree
k+1 = u̇N

k +
(
1− γN

)
∆tüN

k

(2)

üN, f ree
k+1 = DN−1

[
fN
k+1 −CN ˜̇uN, f ree

k+1 − rN
k+1

(
ũN, f ree

k+1

)]
(3)

{
uN, f ree

k+1 = ũN, f ree
k+1 + üN, f ree

k+1 β N∆t2

u̇N, f ree
k+1 = ˜̇uN, f ree

k+1 + üN, f ree
k+1 γN∆t

(4)

with,

DN = MN +CN
γ

N
∆t +KN

β
N

∆t2 (5)

where γN and β N are the parameters of the Newmark
scheme for the NS (Bathe 1982) and KN is the stiff-
ness matrix. In Equation (3), the displacement pre-
dictor ũN, f ree

k+1 is sent to an external FE software that
computes the corresponding restoring force rN

k+1.

2. Solve the PS free problem at tk+1,{
ũP, f ree

k+1 = uP
k + u̇P

k ∆t +
( 1

2 −β P
)

∆t2üP
k

˜̇uP, f ree
k+1 = u̇P

k +
(
1− γP

)
∆tüP

k

(6)

üP, f ree
k+1 = DP−1

[
fP
k+1 −CP ˜̇uP, f ree

k+1 − rP
k+1

(
ũP, f ree

k+1

)]
(7)

{
uP, f ree

k+1 = ũP, f ree
k+1 + üP, f ree

k+1 β P∆t2

u̇P, f ree
k+1 = ˜̇uP, f ree

k+1 + üP, f ree
k+1 γP∆t

(8)

with,

DP = MP +CP
γ

P
∆t +KP

β
P
∆t2 (9)

where γP and β P are the parameters of the Newmark
scheme for the PS (Bathe 1982). In Equation (7),
the displacement predictor ũP, f ree

k+1 is imposed to the
PS by means of servo-controlled actuators and the
corresponding restoring force vector rP

k+1 is meas-
ured using force transducers. Noteworthy displace-
ment control errors affects the measured restoring



force rP, f ree
k+1,mes and may bias the emulated system re-

sponse. Accordingly, control and measurement er-
rors are compensated as suggested by Oreste S Bursi
O. S. and Shing (1996),

rP, f ree
k+1 = rP, f ree

k+1,mes +KP(uP, f ree
k+1 −uP, f ree

k+1,mes) (10)

where uP, f ree
k+1,mes and rP, f ree

k+1,mes are measured displace-
ment and restoring force vectors. The stiffness mat-
rix of the PS KP is estimated before HT based on
low-amplitude cyclic tests.

3. Solve the linearized interface problem a tk+1,ΛΛΛ
N
k+1

ΛΛΛ
P
k+1

u̇g
k+1

=−G−1

LN u̇N, f ree
k+1

LPu̇P, f ree
k+1
0

 (11)

with,

G =

LNDN−1LNT
γN∆t 0 L̄N

0 LPDP−1LPT
γP∆t L̄P

L̄NT L̄PT 0


(12)

4. Calculate link kinematic quantities at tk+1,
üN,link

k+1 = DN−1LNT
ΛΛΛ

N
k+1

u̇N,link
k+1 = DN−1LNT

ΛΛΛ
N
k+1γN∆t

uN,link
k+1 = DN−1LNT

ΛΛΛ
N
k+1β N∆t2

(13)


üP,link

k+1 = DP−1LPT
ΛΛΛ

P
k+1

u̇P,link
k+1 = DP−1LPT

ΛΛΛ
P
k+1γP∆t

uP,link
k+1 = DP−1LPT

ΛΛΛ
P
k+1β P∆t2

(14)

5. Calculate coupled kinematic quantities at tk+1,
üN

k+1 = üN, f ree
k+1 + üN,link

k+1
u̇N

k+1 = u̇N, f ree
k+1 + u̇N,link

k+1
uN

k+1 = uN, f ree
k+1 +uN,link

k+1

(15)


üP

k+1 = üP, f ree
k+1 + üP,link

k+1
u̇P

k+1 = u̇P, f ree
k+1 + u̇P,link

k+1
uP

k+1 = uP, f ree
k+1 +uP,link

k+1

(16)

The main advantage of partitioned time integration is
that the PS free response can be solved with an expli-
cit scheme, which does not require estimating the PS
stiffness KP, while the NS free response is solved with
an implicit scheme. Compatibility of interface velocities
stated in (1) ensures that the coupled simulation is stable
as long as each time integration scheme is stable as un-
coupled (Gravouil and Combescure 2001). Accordingly,
in our implementation, the central difference scheme is
utilized on the PS (γP = 1

2 ,β
P = 0) whereas the mid-point

rule on the NS (γN = 1
2 ,β

N = 1
4 ) (Bathe 1982). Usu-

ally, the PS is characterized by very few DoFs (1− 10)
and relatively low eigenfrequencies (0− 20 Hz) so, typ-
ically, ∆t = 10 msec. Considering a time scale λ = 100,
the wall-clock time required to solve one time integration
step is ∆T = ∆tλ = 1 sec, which is sufficiently large to
accommodate actuation and filtering delays. In our ex-
ample, MN and KN have constant scalar values and the
NS free response is solved without Newton-Raphson iter-
ations, following the operator-splitting approach (Oreste S
Bursi O. S. and Shing 1996). Since, HT is performed with
an extended time scale, MP is estimated analytically. Fol-
lowing the procedure suggested in Molina et al. (2011),
we set the PS damping matrix CP to zero.

We stress that the Steklov-Poincaré operator G defined
in (12) is computed and inverted once before HT. As a
result, the solution of the interface problem (Step 3) and
calculation of link kinematic quantities (Step 4) require
only of a few matrix multiplications.

3 FMI-based Implementation
The FMI 2.1 defines two main interfaces: the Co-
simulation (CS), and the Model Exchange (ME). In the
FMI nomenclature, a simulation unit is called the Func-
tional Mockup Unit (FMU), and it may implement one or
two of the main interfaces. The FMU is a zip file contain-
ing: binaries and source code (optional) implementing the
API functions; miscellaneous resources; and an XML file,
describing the variables, model structure, and other data.

In this work, HT is numerically simulated. Therefore,
both NS and PS FMUs are implemented as ODEs. In this
regard, the difference between an the ME and the CS in-
terfaces lies in the fact that the former enables the FMU
to expose the ODE derivative function, whereas the CS al-
ways represents the time discretized sub-model, enabling
the FMU to export the sequence of ODE states, as the sim-
ulation progresses in time. From the point of view of the
orchestration algorithm, defined below, a FMU ME still
needs to be coupled to a numerical solver, which will be
responsible for querying the derivatives and updating the
states of the FMU, whereas a FMU CS comes with its own
numerical solver. The differences are illustrated in Fig-
ures 2 and 3.

A simulation scenario is a description of the FMUs and
their inter-connections. In order to make the following
discussion clearer, we define the following:
Importer – Denotes the application that loads the FMUs;
Orchestrator – Denotes the algorithm, executing on the

Importer, that interacts with the FMUs, inspecting
their outputs, setting their inputs, etc, according to
the simulation scenario.

Coupling – Denotes the strategy that the orchestrator
uses, in order to ensure that physical laws are respec-
ted.

While it is common to mix the Orchestrator and Coup-
ling together as one concept, as we will show later, the
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Figure 3. Schematic view of data flow between user, the solver
of the importer and the FMU for Co-Simulation. Based on (FMI
v. 3.0 2021).

distinction is useful because the Orchestrator is generic
and can be applied to many different simulation scenarios
(e.g., consider the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel schemes (Kü-
bler and Schiehlen 2000; Bastian et al. 2011)), but the
Coupling is often specifically designed for a particular
simulation scenario (e.g., the coupling can be implemen-
ted as a semantic adaptation (Gomes, Meyers et al. 2018),
or automatically generated from hints (Gomes, Oakes et
al. 2019; Oakes et al. 2021)).

3.1 FMI Co-simulation Interface
Figure 4 shows two possible simulation scenarios that im-
plement the setup described in Figure 1 in a co-simulation
with the coupling algorithm introduced in Section 2.2. In
the figure, variants A and B differ only in the data that is
communicated between the Coupling and the FMUs. In
variant A, vectors u̇N and u̇P are copied, whereas in vari-
ant B, the (typically) smaller vectors LN u̇N and LPu̇P are
passed. Each variant requires therefore, a slightly different
FMU implementation. In the figure, variant B only shows
the differences with respect to variant A for simplicity.

In both variants, the NSFMU and PSFMU communic-
ate with the FE software and Test Setup, respectively.
These FMUs have no input-to-output algebraic dependen-
cies, and all of their computations can happen inside the
fmi2DoStep function, making them well suited to be
implemented as co-simulation FMUs.

It is important to remark that the application of the FMI
CS interface implies that the FMUs are compatible with
the coupling algorithm. In particular, recall that the coup-
ling algorithm requires a correction to the states of the
FMUs, in Equations (15) and (16). As such, the FMUs
must support a mechanism to perform this correction. The
authors of (Brembeck et al. 2014) also report on the same
difficulties. The implementation of Coupling can too be
done in multiple ways, described next.

Coupling as Custom Orchestrator. The most common
approach is to implement, or automatically generate, the
coupling algorithm directly as part of the orchestration
algorithm. This works well when the user has full con-
trol over the orchestration algorithm, or when the co-
simulation framework, or modelling environment, being
used, provides the ability for customization (e.g., using
a co-simulation library like PyFMI (Andersson, Åkesson
and Führer 2016), FMPy1, among others).

Coupling as FMU. For situations where the user has
little programming expertize, or no control over the co-
simulation framework, it is easier to implement the coup-
ling as an FMU, which is then loaded during the co-
simulation, as any other FMU. Frameworks such as the
one described in (Gomes, Meyers et al. 2018), where the
user is offered a domain specific language to describe
common algebraic expressions, which is then used to auto-
matically generate a new FMU that wraps the old ones

1https://github.com/CATIA-Systems/FMPy

https://github.com/CATIA-Systems/FMPy
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Figure 4. Illustration of two possible simulation scenarios that implement the setup described in Figure 1 in a co-simulation
with the coupling algorithm introduced in Section 2.2. The dashed boxes represent the fact that NSFMU (respectively PSFMU)
communicate with a FE Software (resp. the Test Setup), when the fmi2DoStep function is invoked. Variant B only shows the
differences (highlighted in red) with respect to variant A. Each variant requires a different FMU implementation, with variant B
allowing for less communication.

with those extra expressions, can be used for this. In addi-
tion, there are libraries that facilitate the implementation
of FMUs, such as Moka (Aslan, Durak and Taylan 2015)
and PyFMU (Legaard et al. 2020) (the later allows the user
to program an FMU in Python).

However, for the scenario described in Figure 4, spe-
cial attention must be payed to the algebraic dependen-
cies: since FMI 2.1 supports no feedthrough, the computa-
tion of Coupling must be carried out in the fmi2DoStep
function. This means that the fmi2DoStep of the Coup-
ling FMU must be invoked after having provided the new
inputs, originated from the outputs of the already stepped
NSFMU and PSFMU. The consequence is that the co-
simulation framework must accept some kind of descrip-
tion of the ordering in which the FMUs shall be stepped.
The FMI standard 2.1 offers no mechanism to provide
this information, even though it plays an important role
in reducing co-simulation errors (Gomes, Thule, Lúcio et
al. 2020; Oakes et al. 2021; Gomes, Oakes et al. 2019;
Gomes, Lucio and Vangheluwe 2019).

Consistent Initialization. The implemented coupling
algorithm, needs to be initialized with the jacobian
of NSFMU and PSFMU. Since we had control over
the implementation of these FMUs, we choose to
simply expose these as outputs. In other cases, the
fmi2GetDirectionalDerivative can be used to
obtain this information.

3.2 FMI Model Exchange Interface
When implementing the scenarios described in Figure 4
using the FMI ME interface, the main difference lies in the
ability to easily perform the state corrections described by

Equations (15) and (16). This is illustrated in Figure 5.
The advantage is that the FMU is independent of the

coupling algorithm, making this approach ideal for when
the users have no control over the implementation of the
FMUs (e.g., as in the case of FMI export features in M&S
tools). The downside is the added complexity of the or-
chestration algorithm and the FMU exporter, which must
also implement a greater number of FMI functions (com-
pared to FMI CS) and ensure that the internal state is or-
ganized in a single vector.

4 Results and Conclusion
This paper describes multiple ways in which the FMI 2.1
for Model Exchange (ME) and Co-Simulation (CS) inter-
faces, can be used for the implementation of hybrid test-
ing. To the best of our knowledge, there has not yet been
any application of the FMI to the field of seismic hybrid
testing and no standard has emerged to enable this. Having
such standard would greatly facilitate the coupling of het-
erogeneous codes and facilitate the exchange of numerical
models.

The approaches are discussed within the context of their
implementation in an hybrid testing setup, installed at
the Dynamisk LAB of Aarhus University. A snapshot
of the numerical results can be seen in Figure 6, and a
video recording of the experiment is available online at
https://youtu.be/-VkrQJaUo1o.

The conclusion is that the both FMI ME and CS in-
terfaces are well suited for this task, provided that the
co-simulation framework supports minor customization of
the ordering in which the FMUs are stepped in simulated
time.

https://youtu.be/-VkrQJaUo1o
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coupling implementation is the same as in Figure 4. The dashed boxes represent the fact that NSFMU (respectively PSFMU)
communicate with a FE Software (resp. the Test Setup), when the fmi2GetReal function is invoked.

Figure 6. Numerical results using the FMI Co-simulation Interface. The results with Model Exchange are similar. The full video
can be seen online at https://youtu.be/-VkrQJaUo1o.
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